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Abstract

Objectives
“Wicked problems” are complex in nature, have innumerable causes associated with multiple social environments and actors with unpredictable behaviour and outcomes, and are difficult to define or even resolve. This paper considers why and how the frameworks of complexity theory and wicked problems can help medical educators consider selection and widening access (WA) to medicine through fresh eyes to guide future policy and practice. We illustrate how “wickedity” can frame the key issues in this area, and then address steps that educational stakeholders might take to respond and act toward these issues.

Methods
We used the 10 properties of a wicked problem to frame common issues in the broad field of selection and WA in medicine. We drew heavily on literature from different disciplines, particularly education, and, through debate and reflection, agreed on the applicability of the theory for illuminating and potentially addressing outstanding issues in selection and WA.

Results
Framing medical school selection using the 10 properties of wicked problems is a means of shifting thinking from erroneous “simple” solutions to thinking more contextually and receptively. The wicked problem framework positions selection as a multi-causal, complex, dynamic, social problem, and foregrounds stakeholders’ views and context as being highly relevant in medical school selection.

Conclusions
The wicked problem lens shifts thinking and action from seeking one elusive, objective truth to recognising the complexity of medical school selection, managing uncertainty, questioning and considering “issues” associated with medical school selection more productively. While there are criticisms of this framework, labelling medical selection as “wicked” provides original insights and genuine reframing of the challenges of this important, and high profile, aspect of medical education. Doing so in turn opens the door to different responses than would be the case if selection and widening access were simple and readily tamed.
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Introduction

Medical School selection should reliably identify whether candidates are likely to be successful in medical training and ultimately become competent clinicians.(1,2) However, despite almost a century of research little has changed in terms of increasing minority group representation (widening access) and there remains a major gap between research evidence and policy enactment in many contexts. In short, the holy grail of medical school selection has yet to be found.

Why is this the case? We believe that this is because medical school selection is highly complex. For example, most medical schools want to assess applicants against multiple attributes and qualities considered as prerequisites for an entering medical student/graduating doctor.(3-6) However, the outcomes, or goals, of selection are not static. Instead, they shift on the basis of global and national societal drivers of medical education.(7-9) These drivers include political imperatives to recruit more students from certain groups into medical school (also referred to as “widening access”, or WA), to graduate doctors who will train and work in particular specialties and/or locations and to assess for relevant personal attributes as well as academic attainment. Medical schools want to know if their selection processes have “worked” but outcome measures used to evaluate selection practices are typically reductionist, largely focusing on linear relationships between measures of attainment (e.g. medical school achievements, performance in licensure exams) rather than more comprehensive (and more-difficult-to-measure) indicators such as those relating to clinical practice, typical day-to-day job performance and, ideally, patient health outcomes.(10)

There is no question that major changes have occurred in medical selection over the last few decades: in two linked pieces of work, Cleland et al. and Patterson et al. (1,2) cogently outline the shift from reliance on references and personal statements towards using more contemporary, and theoretically-informed approaches, such as mini-multiple interviews (MMI) and situational judgement tests. Yet in spite of these significant changes in medical selection practices, the composition of the medical student body has not changed dramatically. Medicine remains dominated by certain societal groups while other, less privileged groups continue to be under-represented.(11) There are tensions between maintaining the meritocracy of an academic elite while also achieving diversity (12), and between the institutional goals of medical schools and WA policy.(13) Views of acceptable, or otherwise, approaches to addressing such imbalances vary by country and over time (e.g., the use of quotas and targets (14), of contextualised admissions (15) or of a lottery system (16)).
The argument above suggests that medical school selection is not simple, nor stable, does not operate within clearly defined boundaries and is influenced by the variabilities of local conditions. Consequently, we propose that an understanding of these linkages and complexity is fundamental when seeking to describe, understand and address concerns and questions related to medical selection and WA. In short, it is important to acknowledge the limitations of current reductionist views of selection and instead explicitly acknowledge medical school selection in a way that respects complexity, relationships and constant change. Only by foregrounding this can we create approaches to selection and widening access which are both fit-for-purpose and future-focused.

To develop this idea, we first provide an overview of complexity theory. Then, with reference to Greenhalgh’s view that complexity theory ‘is little more than a general world view at a high level of abstraction; it needs to be refined, adapted and applied in different ways for different research questions’ (17), we use the framework of “wicked problems” (18) to operationalise complexity theory, and give a new perspective on medical school selection. This approach provides a way of dealing with complex issues creatively and with purpose, without assuming they are controllable, and may encourage ownership of the problems of WA and medical selection. We then address steps that educational stakeholders might take to respond and act toward the wicked problem of medical selection and WA.

Complexity theory

Complexity theory is an interdisciplinary field that has its origins in the natural sciences but its principles have been adopted by the social sciences in recent years. (19-23) Complexity theory has very many interpretations, from the stripped down analysis offered by, for example Davis and Sumara (24), to the high-level analysis provided by Doll. (25) We do not privilege any one version of complexity theory in this paper. Instead, we take the fundamental view that all complexity approaches attempt to understand change and the dynamics of systems which cannot be reduced to their parts but which are a result of the complex interactions over time of players and parts of a system, key events and actions, and the variability of local conditions. (26) Indeed, by seeking isolate measurable parts (e.g., the predictive validity of individual selection tools) we sacrifice any understanding of the dynamic nature of medical school selection. Seeing medical school selection through a complexity framework helps to avoid the temptation of reductionism (27) and provides an epistemology for understanding the interactions between structures and human agents. (28) In
short, analysing selection from a complexity theory perspective enables us to consider uncertainty, interaction, unpredictability and non-linearity, and how things (e.g., preferred approaches to medical selection) adapt (self-organise) and evolve (emerge) over time.

**Wicked problems**

The term ‘Wicked Problem’ as stated earlier was coined by Horst Rittel (18) 40 years ago to describe “ill-defined problem sets which are too complex to be solved by rational systematic processes” (Whelton & Ballard, 2002, p1). (29)

“Wicked” problems are complex in nature, have innumerable causes associated with multiple – and shifting - social, cultural and political environments and actors with different interpretations of the same issue, unpredictable behaviour and a lack of agreement re desirable outcomes, making them difficult to define or resolve. (30-32) Indeed, the term “wicked” denotes resistance to resolution (33) rather than something more sinister. Wicked problems are also characterised by cause and effect typically being “distant in time and space” (34)(p.782). The parallel to this in medical school selection is that selection and widening access to medicine are complex, with contradictory discourses (e.g., maintain excellence and increase diversity (12,35,36) and changing requirements (e.g., select for personal attributes as well as academic aptitude) that are often difficult to recognise, let alone resolve.

Although developed over 40 years ago in the context of social planning, the “wicked problem” framework is used extensively in management and organisational science and is being adopted increasingly to examine problems in the wider field of education (37-39), including medical education.(40,41) The notion of using the frame of “wicked problem” with complexity theory has also been proposed previously (38,42,43) and this combination of complexity theory and the wicked problem framework has previously been applied in other fields (e.g., children and youth services (44), public policy (45), poverty (46), and business strategy (32)). The linkages between wicked problems and complexity theory has been illustrated in these studies – for example, the absence of a stopping rule for decision-making, interactions among variables and difficulties making effective interventions because of the unpredictable patterns of change. Likewise, the absence of clear solutions appears to be a component of both theories.
Thus, the wicked problem framework shifts the focus of managing a complex issue, in this case selection and WA, from erroneously looking for a simple solution, to thinking different about how problems can be tackled. This means, for example, acknowledging subtleties and complexities rather than overlooking them, thinking about process not just outcome, and learning from apparent failures. Using this approach may allow us to develop knowledge of more legitimate solutions to selection and WA.

We present a summary of wicked problems in Table One then directly but briefly relate each of the dimensions to medical selection. Although presented as a list, these are not linear nor mutually exclusive.

Table 1: The 10 properties of a wicked problem (Adapted from Rittel and Webber, 1973 (18)).

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>There is no definitive formulation of a wicked problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Wicked problems have no stopping rule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Solutions to wicked problems are not true-or-false, but good or bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>There is no immediate and no ultimate test of a solution to a wicked problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Every solution to a wicked problem is a &quot;one-shot operation&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Wicked problems do not have an enumerable or comprehensive set of potential solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Every wicked problem is essentially unique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Every wicked problem can be considered to be a symptom of another problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>The existence of a discrepancy representing a wicked problem can be explained in numerous ways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>The social planner has no right to be wrong</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is no definitive formulation of a wicked problem

Rittel and Webber (18) argue that there are different ways to see a wicked problem depending on the stance of the stakeholder. Different parties may have different but equally well-defined ideas about what the problem actually is (47,48), and these diverse views on the nature of a problem lead to multiple potential solutions.(49) Different stakeholders have different perspectives on what constitutes a desirable outcome in medical school selection. For example, medical schools want to select applicants who will successfully graduate. Regulators want medical schools to select not just applicants who will graduate but also those who will become competent clinicians.(2,48,50) Politicians want to ensure that the supply of doctors is matched to workforce demands (10), and may also want medical school selection/students to represent the diversity of the population served (see later).
These different perspectives do not always align, and perspectives change over time. For example, for many years, medical students in the Netherlands were selected via a grade-weighted lottery system. The political view was that, in the absence of ways to identify those who had desirable qualities beyond academic achievement at that time, a system largely based on chance was fair and equitable. This approach was broadly acceptable to many stakeholders until tensions emerged (51) and consequently changes to selection were imposed by the government. (52) Similarly, widening access to medicine with its aims of broader inclusivity and participation may be at odds with the international higher education market pressure to convey more mainstream forms of excellence and of exclusivity in selection. (12, 53-55)

**Every wicked problem can be considered to be a symptom of another problem**

This clearly links to another characteristic of “wickedity”: that every wicked problem is a symptom of another problem. Medical selection is a symptom of other problems including grade inflation, social inequalities, workforce shortages and external drivers. For example, attaining the required grades remains the first hurdle in medical admissions. However, educational attainment is linked to systemic and social factors: worldwide, students in higher socioeconomic groups outperform students in lower groups in school exit examinations. (56-58) Similarly, in many contexts, medical student numbers are tightly controlled by governments who seem to believe erroneously that there is a direct linear relationship between number of medical students selected into medical school and meeting societal healthcare needs. (10, 58-60) It could be argued that the cut offs for entry are thus an artefact, a symptom of playing a numbers game, rather than a true indicator of potential to be a competent clinician, or not.

**Every wicked problem is essentially unique**

Medical school selection is context dependent. Different countries and localities have different needs, priorities and processes for selecting medical students. Medical schools within individual countries differ significantly in their selection policy, aims and objectives. For example, Razack and colleagues found that prestigious Canadian medical schools strongly enacted the discourse of ‘excellence in scholarship’ whereas those medical schools described by some as ‘less prestigious’ placed more value on social accountability. (12, 55) In a UK study, Alexander et al. (36) found that some medical schools focused their messages about WA in relation to an individual’s (applicant’s) social justice and mobility, but others (fewer) talked about WA being of value for the improvement of service provision and patient care.
If context is important, then the globalization of medical education may precipitate or accentuate wickedness. For example, many countries have entered into partnerships with medical schools from the USA, Canada and the UK to import existing programmes to overseas contexts. Yet the upstream impact of one country’s transplanted programmes, selection priorities and processes upon another country’s prospective medical school applicant pool for these schools is unknown.

**Wicked problems have no stopping rule**

Rittel and Webber propose that to have any chance of actually solving a problem requires a causal explanation of the discrepancy between actual state and desired state. While it might be reasonable to say that the ultimate intentions of selection are to predict who will be the most competent clinicians and who will deliver care which meets the healthcare needs of the population, what does this actually mean? As discussed earlier, it is highly likely that how we formulate what is a ‘competent clinician’ today will be significantly different in 20 years’ time given medical education and admissions are constantly changing and evolving to reflect the needs of contemporary medical practice. As a result, even if we can identify the “optimal” selection process, this can only ever have a temporary life span as the ‘goal posts’ shift.

**Every solution to a wicked problem is a “one shot operation”**

Each attempt to address a particular aspect of selection may have unanticipated consequences. For example, as selection into medical school has shifted from being purely based on prior academic attainment, a new issue, how to best weigh different selection methods in the medical admissions process emerged (this also reflects the “no stopping” rule of wicked problems). In short, every change in medical selection processes has an impact.

**Solutions to wicked problems are not true-or-false but good or bad**

Many solutions to selecting the best candidates to study medicine have been proposed over time. Each of these solutions, or tools, have their strengths and weaknesses, and at different points in time, and in different contexts, may be seen as by some stakeholders as “good” or “bad” selection tools. This links back to the proposal that there is no definitive solution to a wicked problem as whether a solution is good or bad (or good enough) will reflect the stakeholder’s stance.

**There is no immediate and ultimate test of a solution to a wicked problem**
Tame problems can be solved by choosing and applying the correct algorithm and the outcome can be determined on the spot (e.g., red and blue make purple). On the other hand, solutions to wicked problems need to be appraised over time, and cannot be appraised/assessed in advance. An example of this is where medical selection attempts to address medical workforce maldistribution (the problem) by targeting particular groups of applicants (the solution). Some institutions have a good track record in these endeavors. However, the substantial proportion of selected candidates who do not work as desired after graduation show that selecting into medical school to address workforce issues is not a straightforward matter of “selecting candidates with x characteristics will lead to y outcome” (see Gorman, 2018 for a discussion of this issue).

Wicked problems do not have an enumerable or comprehensive set of potential solutions. Although well-intentioned, medical selection can often be about giving something a try on the basis of limited evidence and acceptability. This might be bringing in a new selection tool which has been devised in some other context, and perhaps evaluated on the basis of a very different population (e.g., adopting a tool which has been tried and tested with graduate entrants into a system where medical school intake is mostly students progressing directly from high school). Yet, it is also worth considering that when possible solutions are identified to select the “best” (in the eye of the stakeholder), other possibilities may not be explored.

The existence of a discrepancy representing a wicked problem can be explained in numerous ways. This reflects the earlier points that selection is linked to other problems, and that different solutions may be acceptable depending on one’s perspective. For example, one stakeholder group may think that selection should shift to a lottery system because that may be perceived as ‘fair’ (i.e., everyone has an equal chance irrespective of their background). Another may take the opposite stance, that contextualising admissions (taking into consideration the context and circumstances in which an applicant’s attainment to date has been achieved, as exemplified in the concept of “distance travelled” (see earlier), is wholly necessary to compensate for inequalities in attainment linked to social and systems factors. Different stakeholders will have different worldviews depending on their beliefs and positions in respect to aspects of selection. Rittel and Webber (18) state that the “worldview” of the stakeholder is the strongest determining factor in explaining a discrepancy and therefore in resolving a wicked problem.

The social planner has no right to be wrong.
Finally, the very nature of wicked problems and wicked solutions means that the individuals deciding solutions (the admissions committee/lead) must live with the consequences (e.g., introducing a new selection process). At a local level, the buck stops with one individual, probably the admissions lead, even if any “solution” will have emerged from the wider context of practice, policy and research, and will have to be ratified by other members of the medical school.

**Responding to medical selection as a wicked problem**

Wicked problems require wicked solutions. Framing medical school selection as a complex wicked problem shifts thinking from finding an overly “narrow” solution (66) to thinking more contextually and receptively. Taking into account the importance of context when trying to understand and address complex and wicked problems is important. One medical school may look very like another superficially, leading to the temptation to lift a selection “solution” from one context and roll it out in another context. However, is a solution in one context readily suitable for another context?

There are several potentially useful approaches to addressing this. Acknowledging that each medical school has a unique space and place (67), and the relationships, dynamics and interactions between people and systems will vary because of context, may encourage more reflective discussions about selection, and acceptance that one size (of selection) does not fit all. In other words, predictive validity and other evidence of relationships and causality between admissions and performance are important but these are only part of a complex canvas (42) of medical selection, a canvas where stakeholder views and context are as relevant as psychometrically robust tools. In fact, Rittel later articulated that ‘dealing with wicked problems is always political’ (Protzen and Harris, 2010, p. 161). (68) To illustrate this, we provide a case study (Box 1) which describes a selection problem, one which the wickedity framework was helpful in assisting understanding and responding.

**Box 1 Case study around here**

Acknowledging the wider political and social aspects is helpful when considering how research can help to address wicked problems in medical selection and widening access. It suggests, for example, the need to seize windows of opportunity when researchers can brief decision-makers on the importance of research studies for policy and practice. This has been very apparent in the UK, where recent reports from the Social Mobility and Child Poverty Commission highlighted that medicine had fallen behind other subjects in ensuring fair access. (69,70) To address this gap, the UK
Medical Schools Council launched the Selecting for Excellence project, the aim of which was to provide a body of evidence which medical schools can use to ensure that they are selecting candidates who will make excellent doctors – no matter their backgrounds. (71) The (independent) research commissioned by this project directly fed upwards, to inform UK policy and provide advice on evidence-informed practice. This process also emphasised the role of translational research, research which bridges the gap between scholarship and its application to selection policy and practice. In short, timing and responsiveness are important with wicked problems.

Our next point in considering how to respond to medical selection as a wicked problem relates to adaptability and flexibility. Medical school admission committees exist to solve what we would define as taming their local priority problem – the selection each year of the incoming medical school class. Selection, in our experience of “hands-on” involvement with the admissions process (as previous Admissions Associate Dean/Director [MH] and Admissions Selector [JC]), is commonly viewed as a one-off, annual task (or more specifically as one which may not be revisited or evaluated for a number of years after a “solution” has been identified). However, it may be helpful to consider medical school selection more as a “circular process involving continuous learning, adaptation and improvement, with policy changing in response to implementation as well as vice versa” (Mulgan & Lee 2001, p. 4) (72) This approach fits well with the repetitive nature of admissions cycles, enabling ready evaluation of changes. Shifting towards a more process-focused, adaptive model of selection may also facilitate flexibility and responsiveness to changes in the external environment. One concrete suggestion related to this, is to encourage research exploring how change and innovation (e.g., adopting new selection processes or tools) is enacted within localities and how new practices are then replicated or translated into other contexts. “Innovation” may be embraced enthusiastically but what are the underpinning beliefs, motivations and political forces that either sustain the status quo, or encourage change? The research that exists on this topic indicates that individual institutions uniquely enact a selection policy (or policies) within the context of their national or state-based regulations, their own history, mission and goals, and stakeholder organisations. (13)

Our third suggestion is to bring multiple stakeholders (see earlier), and their potentially conflicting views of medical school selection together. Where cooperative approaches, collective inquiry and critical discussion are reported in other wicked contexts, these seem to help identify both the problem and a route map towards a response.(73,74) Collaboration can take many different shapes depending on the wicked problem. In relation to selection and widening access, medical schools
may wish to actively involve diverse contributors (e.g., government and hospital representatives, employers, parents and patients) in selection planning and decision-making rather than this being solely the remit of medical schools and/or national special interest groups which also only consist of medical educators. This kind of dialogue will include tensions, arguments and discomfort, but these may be beneficial for problem solving in the wicked context. (75)

The wider management literature suggests that effective collaboration can help address wicked problems in several ways. (76,77) First, cooperation across boundaries/stakeholder groups increases the likelihood of shared understanding of the problem. (78,79) Second, collaboration increases the likelihood of communication, pooled knowledge and openness to joint problem solving which in turn means that provisional “win-win” solutions to the problem are more likely to be identified and agreed upon. (80) Third, collaboration facilitates trust and commitment, which may facilitate solution implementation: parties are more likely to have agreed on the next steps as well as how to put them into practice. (81,82) In medical selection, this may mean joining up governments, patients and medical schools to work together to consider how best to align their relative priorities. Given the complexity of collaboration, medical school admissions committees may also benefit from breaking selection and widening access “problems” down to manageable chunks (“fragments”) (83) that may help identify areas where collaborations and shared understanding may be most likely to be achieved. Collaborative efforts to solve smaller issues may offer a means of untangling the larger problem and reducing uncertainty about specific issues, which otherwise prove to be a significant barrier. In other words, while a definitive solution to a wicked problem is unlikely, “partial and provisional responses” are realistic and can help manage complex situations (Head and Alford, 2015, p. 733). (84) This approach encourages incremental changes and ‘small wins’ (85) along the pathway of better managing wicked problems. (86)

Fourth, those working in selection can draw on approaches from other disciplines to help address issues. Design thinking, for example, is a methodology which is considered especially useful with wicked problems (87). For wicked problems, the general thrust of the problem may be clear (e.g., the need to increase the diversity of medical students). However, clarifying how best to do this is problematic, for the reasons set out earlier. Design thinking is solution-focused and action-oriented towards creating desired outcomes, and draws on complexity as a source of creativity rather than problematic in itself (88,89). This kind of thinking, thinking which encourages innovation and change, is yet to be applied in medical selection and widening access.
Finally, as examples of collaboration to solve the issues, UKMED (90) and similar datasets in other countries allow researchers to harness large-scale, longitudinal, quantitative data, to evaluate meaningfully the effects of different approaches to selection on individual outcomes. However, in terms of acknowledging “wickedity”, these studies should be coupled with qualitative, process-focused studies that examine context, stakeholder views and the influence of the wider, political arena, to contextualise quantitative findings, and look at patterns and interactions. For example, it may be useful to look at shifts in stability (e.g., a new admissions dean, increasing popularity of a new selection tool) and how these influence selection processes and practices. Or to look at how certain selection or widening access approaches may, or may not work, in differing cultural contexts. It may also be useful to explore the socio-economic-political forces behind why selection approaches shift over time.(91) For example, why are there significant, yet apparently culturally acceptable, differences in the way that different countries/contexts approach diversity and widening access issues? Are the selection aims and objectives of a medical school in a country over-producing doctors with the understanding that many graduates will migrate (92-94), different from those of a medical school in a country where student numbers are controlled by government on the basis of national workforce planning forecasts?

**Considerations**

Our perspectives on selection and widening access are drawn from our personal and mutual research and education interests, different backgrounds and training. We are all active in terms of selection and/or widening access research. Yet we all come from different disciplinary and practice backgrounds (JC is a clinical and occupational psychologist working in medical education, based in the UK, involved in selection as an MMI interviewer; MH is a medical doctor and educationalist based in Canada, and formerly an Admissions Associate Dean/Director; FP is an organisational psychologist involved in the design and evaluation of selection processes for various healthcare professions and in the corporate sector). We view these differences as productive and one of the gains from working in a sub-discipline which draws together people from many different professional groups.

We used a combination of the “wicked problem” framework with complexity theory as a way of shifting thinking on selection and widening access to medicine. This combination of approaches has been proposed and applied in other fields. (32,38,42-46) However, we acknowledge that no individual lens or framework illuminates all issues (95), or is perfect. For example, there abound in the literature, especially the grey literature, numerous definitions of wicked problems yet there is a
paucity of literature on their construct and conceptualisation.(96) Moreover, a recent paper by Alford and Head (97) criticised the lack of nuance in the wicked problem literature, suggesting that complex problems vary in the extent of their wickedness, and there should be a typology of wicked problems which extend to “super wicked problems”.(98,99) Linked to this, they state that the favoured means of tackling wicked problems - collaboration with key stakeholders – is too generic, and instead different types of collaboration may be suitable for different types of wicked problems. However, we believe that together complexity and wickedness can help re-frame issues with selection and widening access in such a way to invoke new ways of thinking about possible collaborations and solutions, even if there are only limited answers.(100)

Conclusion

In reviewing the complexity of the issues, it is clear that a one-stop, ‘silver bullet’ solution to medical selection is not possible. Complexity science and the framework of wickedness allow us to look at medical selection through fresh eyes. Using these lens shifts thinking and action from seeking one elusive, objective truth to recognising the dynamic, multi-level and multi-faceted aspects of medical selection policy, where managing uncertainty, acknowledging context, questioning and considering “issues” associated with medical selection are more likely to lead to productive solutions in future, especially regarding widening access. We argue that reviewing the extent to which medical selection is a wicked problem foregrounds the need for different responses and collaborative actions than would be the case if medical selection was viewed as simple or tame. Thinking with complexity and wickedness can encourage those involved with selection and widening access to move forward productively rather than engaging in fruitless attempts to change.(101)
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Box 1: A Canadian wicked admissions problem

This wicked problem rests with administration of the Medical College Admissions Test (MCAT); a unilingual (English) admissions standardized test in Canada, a bilingual (French and English languages) country. MCAT administration within this context reflects multiple properties of wicked problems.

First, there are the historical and political issues of language in Canada. In 1968, MCAT administration began on a national basis across most Canadian English-language medical schools. A MCAT French version was contemplated, but not undertaken. Today, the four medical schools in the province of Quebec in which French is the predominant language assess applicants’ academic readiness without the MCAT. One might therefore consider that the issue has been “solved” with Quebec’s medical schools successfully assessing applicants’ academic readiness without MCAT. However, a problem remains in terms of stakeholder perceptions. For example, the discontinuation of MCAT use by one Quebec medical school, McGill, was criticized by its English-speaking alumni who believe McGill to be the single Quebec medical school option for their children (as the three other Quebec medical schools are unilingual French-language schools).

Second, as relationships between French and English language populations are ever evolving it reflects the no stopping rule, different stakeholders’ perspectives and absence of an immediate and ultimate solution. Today, language manifests itself also in terms of Canada’s French-speaking minority communities outside of Quebec and these communities’ limited accessibility to French-speaking physicians. Four of Canada’s medical schools formally address recruitment and admission of French-speaking minority students within their communities. Other Canadian medical schools outside of Quebec that are located in proximity to French-speaking minority communities have not prioritized these communities and continue to use the MCAT. Simple solutions are not the answer. For example, one of this commentary’s authors (MH) proposed new accreditation standards or nation-wide bilingual admissions standardized testing as possible pathways forward to enhance admissions for French-speaking minority communities. However, even if those English-language schools currently using the MCAT were to discontinue its use, these schools are not equipped from a curricular perspective to provide French-language curricula for French-speaking medical students. Adopting a wickedity framework may present alternative pathways forward. This framework enables identification of “small wins” within the national context embodied by those schools with current admissions policies that prioritize French-speaking
minorities. It also acknowledges efforts to foster development of French language curriculum in English language medical schools as unfolding “windows of opportunity”
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